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Abstract
Background: Facial spasm causes a lot of troubles to patients daily life and seriously affects their mental and physical health.
Relevant studies have shown that fire needle therapy has certain benefits for facial spasm, is an integral part of acupuncture therapy.
However, there is no unanimous conclusion. The main purpose of our study is to measure whether fire needle therapy is effective for
facial spasm.

Methods: The following electronic databases will be searched for the collection of fire-needle related randomized controlled trials
(RCTS) for facial spasm, including 4 English databases (Web of Science, the Cochrane Library, EMBASE, Pubmed) and 3 Chinese
databases (Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure [CNKI], Wanfang data, Chinese VIP Information). The cure rate and total
effective rate are themain outcomes, while the intensity, frequency, recurrence rate and adverse events are the secondary outcomes.
We will use Endnote software X9 for study selection, Review Manager software 5.4 and STATA 13.0 software for analysis and
synthesis.

Results: We will evaluate the efficacy of fire needles in the treatment of facial spasm in combination with current studies.

Conclusion: The conclusion of this study will provide evidence for the efficacy of fire needle in the treatment of facial spasm.

Trial registration number: INPLASY202080036.

Abbreviations: CIs = confidence intervals, CNKI = Chinese National Knowledge Infrastructure, PRISMA-P = the Preferred
Reporting Items for Systematic Reviews and Meta-Analyses Protocols, PROSPERO = International Prospective Register of
Systematic Reviews, RCTs = randomized controlled trials, RevMan = Review Manager Software, RR = rate ratio, SMD =
standardized mean difference.
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1. Introduction

Facial spasm is a kind of neuromuscular disease, with
paroxysmal, involuntary unilateral, occasionally bilateral facial
muscle convulsion as the main characteristic, through the facial
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nerve (the seventh cranial nerve) innervation.[1] This is a chronic
progressive disease, usually occurring between the ages of 40 and
70,[2] but it can also affect teenagers[3] and is more common in
women (2:1).[4] Previous studies have shown that Asians had a
relatively higher prevalence rate than whites.[5,6] The usual cause
of facial spasm is compression of the outlet or point of entry of the
facial nerve root from the seventh brain stem to the auditory
canal.[7–12] Facial spasm has significant effects on the mental and
physical health of patients, such as mood disorders, visual
disorders or language disorders.[13–15] For example, facial spasm
might lead to drooping eyelids and visual problems, which can
lead to difficulties in reading and working. In addition,
involuntary facial spasms are associated with a risk of
dysarthria.[16] Also, it can cause a lot of social awkwardness.
Facial spasms are usually progressive and very little self-
limiting,[17] so prompt treatment is necessary.
The treatment of facial spasm mainly includes oral medica-

tions, botulinum neurotoxin injections and surgical treatment.[3]

However, existing treatments for facial spasm is not ideal, for the
reason of limited therapeutic effect,[16] unwanted side effects,[18]

the repeated cycle of a step,[19] immeasurable risk, and
postoperative complications.[20] As a result, patients are more
likely to seek alternative therapies for facial spasms.[21]

As a treasure of Traditional Chinese medicine, fire needle
therapy has been paid more and more attention all over the
world. It has been widely used in clinical practice and achieved
good results. In other neurovascular conflicts such as myofascitis
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and periarthritis of shoulder, the advantages of fire needle
therapy have been proved. Some studies have shown that fire
needle therapy is beneficial for facial spasm. [22,23] However, the
efficacy of fire needle in the treatment of facial spasm remains
unclear due to the lack of a comprehensive assessment of the
available evidence. Therefore, our objective is to systematically
synthesize all randomized controlled trials (RCTS) of fire needle
therapy for facial spasm to provide evidence for clinical practice
of facial spasm.
2. Methods

2.1. Study registration

The protocol of our study has been registered on the INPLASY,
(registration number: INPLASY202080036: https://inplasy.com/
inplasy-2020-8-0036/.) The protocols reporting is carried out in
strict accordance with the preferred reporting items of the
Protocol on Systems Review and Meta-Analysis (PRISMA-P)
guidelines.
2.2. Eligibility criteria
2.2.1. Type of study. We will include RCTS of patients with
facial spasm treated with acupuncture.

2.2.2. Type of participant. Participants in the study were
diagnosed with facial spasm. On the basis of “Neurology“[24]

“Clinical Neurosurgery”[25] and “Clinical Pain Therapy”,[26] the
diagnostic criteria for facial spasm include uncontrollable spasm
on 1 side of the face, which is manifested as intermittent
orbicularis oculi spasm in the early stage and gradually extends to
the mouth, eventually affecting the whole face; the severity of
cramps varies and can be aggravated by stress, fatigue,
conversation, and so on; the spasm terminates when the patient
is asleep; in addition, neurological tests showed no positive signs.
There are no age, gender or race restrictions.

2.2.3. Type of intervention. The purpose of this study was to
investigate the clinical trial of fire needle therapy for facial spasm.
Studies using fire needles in experimental groups will be included.
If the efficacy of the fire needle cannot be determined in the
combination therapy, the combination of the fire needle and
other treatments will be excluded. Conventional acupuncture,
electroacupuncture, ear acupuncture or pharmacologic therapy
may be used in the control group.

2.2.4. Types of outcome measurements

2.2.4.1. Primary outcome.
Table 1

The search strategy for Pubmed.

Order

#1 Search “facial spasm”[Mesh] OR“hemifacial spasm”[Mesh] Sort by: Publ
#2 Search ((((facial spasm [Title/Abstract]) OR hemifacial spasm [Title/Abstra

Publication Date
#3 #1 OR #2
#4 Search (((((((randomized controlled trial [Publication Type]) OR controlled

Subheading]) OR placebo [Title/Abstract]) OR randomly [Title/Abstract]
#5 Search “fire needle” [MeSH]) OR “acupuncture” [MeSH T] Sort by: Publi
#6 #4 AND #5
#7 #3 AND #6

2

�

ica
ct]

clin
) O
cat
The cure rate (number of participants who made a full
recovery/total number of participants in this group);
�
 The total effective rate (number of participants who showed a
positive response to therapy/total number of participants in this
group).

2.2.4.2. Secondary outcomes.
�
 Changes in spasm intensity after treatment;

�
 Changes in spasm frequency after treatment;

�
 The recurrence rate (recurrence during the follow-up period the
number of people/total number of participants in this group);
�
 Adverse events related intervention measures.

2.2.4.3. Exclusion criteria.
�
 Participants with the unclear diagnosis;

�
 Studies that did not use fire needle therapy as primary treatment
in the intervention group;
�
 Data that cannot be extracted;

�
 Duplicated data;

�
 The studies where full text is unavailable.

2.3. Search methods for identification of studies
2.3.1. Electronic data sources. PubMed, MEDLINE,
EMBASE, Cochrane Library, China National Knowledge
Infrastructure (CNKI), Wanfang data, Chinese Scientific Journals
Database (VIP), and China biomedical literature database (CBM)
will be searched to obtain eligible studies that have been
published by 2020. A combination of various medical topic titles
and non-grid terms will be used, including “facial spasm,” “semi-
facial spasm,” “needle,” and “fire needle,” which will be
searched individually or in combination. Language, population
or national restrictions will not apply. Table 1 shows a draft
search strategy using Pubmed, one of the electronic databases to
be searched.

2.3.2. Other resources. A review or meta-analysis of relevant
RCT systems will be conducted via electronic search. We also sift
through relevant medical journals and journals to find literature
that is not included in the electronic database.
2.4. Data collection
2.4.1. Selection of studies.We will select the RCTs comparing
the effecacy of fire needle in the treatment of facial spasm.
Provisions that conform to one of the following will not include:
Strategy

tion Date
) OR prosopospasm [Title/Abstract]) OR unilateral [Title/Abstract] Sort by:

ical trial [Publication Type]) OR randomized [Title/Abstract]) OR drug therapy [MeSH
R trial [Title/Abstract]) OR groups [Title/Abstract] Sort by: Publication Date
ion Date
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1.
 the duplicates,

2.
 the participants did not meet the diagnosis criteria of facial

spasm or were not known,

3.
 not RCT studies,

4.
 Participants in the study did not receive a combination of fire

acupuncture and conventional therapy as the primary
intervention,
5.
 the intervention contains any other traditional Chinese
medicine (TCM) therapy,
6.
 Incomplete data required.

Whether these studies fit the bill will be assessed by 2 authors. If
there are any objections in the contained articles, we will discuss
and resolve them. The specific process of study selection will be
shown in the flow chart of preferred reporting items in the
Systematic Review and Meta-analysis (PRISMA) (Fig. 1).

2.4.2. Data extraction and management. The other 2 authors
will extract the data independently to fill out the pre- designed
form. Any differences that occur during the data extraction
process will be discussed. The following information will be
extracted: study details (author, country, year of publication,
multi-center, or single-center study), participant details (baseline
data, diagnostic criteria), methods used (registration platform,
sample size, blinded method), interventions, and results. For
unreported data, we will contact the corresponding author.

2.4.3. Assessment of risk of bias in included studies.
According to the Cochrane Handbook, the risk of bias in each
joined studies will be independently assessed to Systematic
Cita�ons iden�fied through 7 
electronic databases search
(n= )CNKI; WF; VIP; Web of 
Science; PubMed; EMBASE; 

Cochrene library.

Addi
th

C

Records a�er duplicates 
removed(n=)

Records screened
(n = )

Full-text ar�cles assesse
for eligibility

(n = )

Studies included
(n = )

Figure 1. Flowchart of

3

Reviews of Interventions.[27] Rational judgment of risks will be
evaluated and described from the following 7 aspects, including
the generation of random sequences, the concealment of
assignments, the blindness of participants and personnel, the
blindness of outcome assessments, incomplete outcome data,
selective reporting, and other biases. Risk will be divided into 3
levels: “low risk of bias,“ “high risk of bias,” and “unclear risk of
bias.”

2.5. Data synthesis

If meta-analysis is possible, use the Review Manager software
(RevMan5.4) and STATA 13.0 software for all data analysis. If
significant statistical heterogeneity is detected, random-effects
models are used for data synthesis. Otherwise, the data will be
processed with a fixed effect model. If significant statistical
heterogeneity exists, descriptive analysis is performed.

2.5.1. Measures of treatment effect. For successive outcomes
(the change in intensity after treatment, the change in frequency
after treatment), we will use mean difference to evaluate the
extracted data. For dichotomous outcomes (the cure rate, the
total effective rate, the recurrence rate, and adverse events), we
will analyze the rate ratio. For both continuous and dichotomous
results, the confidence interval (CIs) is set to 95%.

2.5.2. Management of missing data. If the information is
insufficient or missing, the corresponding author will be
contacted. If accurate data cannot be obtained after contacting
the corresponding author, these studies will be excluded.
�onal records iden�fied 
rough other sources

(n =)
ENTRAL; reference.

Records excluded
Not RCTs
Not related to fire needle(n= );
Not related to facialspasm(n= );
review ar�cle(n= );
Case reports(n= );

d
Full text ar�cles

excluded with reason
(n = )

literature selection.
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2.5.3. Assessment of heterogeneity and subgroup analysis.
We will conduct the qualitative analysis by comparing the
characteristics of the included studies, and assess heterogeneity
through the I2test and the X2test for quantitative analysis. If
heterogeneity is evaluated as significant (I2 ≥ 50%) and the trials
included are adequate, we will conduct a subgroup analysis to
explore the potential source of the heterogeneity based on the
differences in participant characteristics, interventions, controls,
and outcome measures.

2.5.4. Assessment of reporting biases. Funnel plots were
selected to assess potential publication bias when the number of
included RCTS ≥10.Otherwise, we will use the STATA 13.0
software to execute the Egger tests.

2.5.5. Sensitivity analysis. Based on the risk of bias, insufficient
data, and sample size, we will perform a sensitivity analysis to
evaluate the robustness if significant statistical heterogeneity
existed.
2.6. Grading the quality of evidence

Based on the proposed Grading of Recommendations Assess-
ment, Development, and Evaluation,[28] we will evaluate each
outcome from 5 aspects of evidence quality (restrictive study
design, inconsistencies, inaccuracies, inaccuracy, publication,
and bias) and rank at 4 quality levels (very low, low risk, medium
risk, and high).
2.7. Ethics and dissemination

Considering that our study is not related to individual patient
data, ethical approval is not necessary. Our findings will be
presented in a peer-reviewed journal or at a related meeting to
assess the significance of fire needle therapy in patients diagnosed
with facial spasm.
3. Discussion

Facial spasm brings a lot of troubles to patients work and life,
seriously affects their mental and physical health. Currently, the
best treatments for facial spasms are still controversial. They are
accompanied by more or less adverse events and side effects, and
do not completely eliminate the symptoms and harms of facial
spasms. Therefore, it is urgent to seek alternative therapies with
high efficiency and low side effects.
Fire needle therapy may be an effective treatment for facial

spasm by regulating humoral immunity and autocellular
immunity. However, there is no clear conclusion. In strict
compliance with the Cochrane Handbook for Systematic
Reviews of Interventions, we will conduct a systematic review
and meta-analysis on the basis of existing RCTs to evaluate the
efficacy of fire needle therapy for facial spasm, mainly to provide
the basis for clinical practice and future research.
However, the evidence for better therapeutic effect of fire

needle is not sufficient, and its mechanism of action is still
unclear. Therefore, a systematic review and meta-analysis of the
existing literature were carried out to objectively evaluate the
clinical efficacy of fire needle in the treatment of facial spasm.
To our knowledge, this will be the first systematic review and

meta-analysis of fire needle therapy for facial spasm. First of all,
the conclusions of this review will provide objective statistical
data for future studies of the fire needle. Secondly, it can provide
4

reliable reference for doctors to use fire needle to treat facial
spasm. Finally, effective alternative therapies can be provided to
patients to ease the public health burden.
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